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INTRODUCTION

Seismic reservoir description deals with a two-step
process: invert the best-processed seismic data and derive
estimates of elastic parameters (Vp, Vs, and density for
isotropic earth models), and relate those parameters to rock
and fluid type using a rock properties data and knowledge base.
The goal is to obtain pay, porosity, and other attributes and be
able to map them in 3D prior to developing a field.

Conventional techniques, such as the poststack
inversion of seismic data and AVO, have been quite successful
in the past. However, these techniques suffer from several
factors. Some of these are: inability to predict reliably Vs and
bulk density, being extremely sensitive to the assumed low-
frequency trends of velocities and impedances, requiring data
from wells for calibration, and providing no error estimates of
the predicted reservoir parameters.

In this paper, we discuss two novel seismic techniques
with examples: single-sensor seismic data with high frequency
and high S/N, and full waveform prestack inversion (FWPI)
on data that can yield Vp, Vs, and density with no assumptions
about the low-frequency trends and specifying uncertainty
associated with the inverted parameters.

SEISMIC DATA QUALITY

In the conventional seismic data acquisition system,

emphasis is placed on the stacked data quality, the main
purpose being the ability to map events continuously for
structural information. This is not necessarily adequate for
stratigraphic trap evaluation and reservoir parameter
estimation. Our understanding of the limitations of
conventional data has been developed over several years and
has culminated in the reservoir sensitivity chart shown in
Figure 1. Here, the major perturbations are listed on the left,
and their impact in terms of noise behind the signal, quantified
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Figure 1. Q-system design using S/N analysis of various
components that add to noise during the acquisition phase.
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along the horizontal axis. The single-sensor Q* acquisition
system has been designed to address all of these perturbations.
The net result has been to reduce the perturbations to a level
at least 30 dB below the seismic signal, which is what is needed
for high quality reservoir parameter extraction using seismic
inversion technology. The following main features are noted
(Figure 2).

Figure 2. Shown are several components of the Q system for marine
environments that contribute to overall repeatability of
the acquisition system, high fidelity, and high S/N.

1. The Q system measures the near-field signatures and
applies the notional source method to translate the
near-field measurements into a far-field signature on a
shot-to-shot  basis.

2. It records data for each sensor (point receiver).
3. With single-sensor (point receiver) recording, the digital

output from each individual sensor is transmitted to the
seismic recording instrument where digital group forming
algorithms are applied before data storage or processing.

4. The streamers are controlled to maintain constant
separation and any perturbations on positioning of
individual sensors are recorded by acoustic positioning
and networking and GPS technology.

The effect of these improvements is to provide
seismic data with highest possible frequency and S/N.
Further; the 3D data, being highly repeatable, are also 4D
ready. This is shown in Figure 3 where the top portion shows
the average error, followed by the original line, the repeat
line over a certain time interval and then the difference
between the original and the repeat line. The bottom portion
shows that the streamer separation over the survey is

maintained constant during the survey period. This is a key
requirement for a repeatable baseline survey for any 4D
application.

INVERSION OF Q SEISMIC DATA AND LITHOCUBE
ANALYSIS

Inversion: Full waveform prestack inversion (FWPI) is
currently the highest level of inversion technology in the
industry. Unlike prestack inversion methods such as AVO,
the FWPI technique uses a finite-difference elastic model to
compute the entire seismic waveform. This provides an
advantage over AVO methods in capturing thin-bed effects
in data and increasing the potential resolution of the process.
The process is computationally intensive and discussed in
detail by Mallick (1999). Rock physics-based constraints are
applied to speed convergence as well as to reduce ambiguities.
Nonetheless, results from this as well as any non-linear
inversion process tend to be sensitive to the quality of the a-
priori model. However, given a good rock physics model and
a-priori information, the output resolution exceeds that
produced by other inversion techniques. We have also found
that the ambiguities associated with the inversion process
are further reduced due to the high S/N of the Q data.

The hybrid inversion technique (Mallick (1999) can
be applied to propagate the benefits of FWPI inversion over
3D volumes. In its current form, hybrid inversion involves
computation of pseudologs from full-offset Q data at selected
pilot points in the 3D volume using the FWPI technique, as
well as AVO p-intercept and pseudoshear data over the entire
volume. Shear-wave output from FWPI pilot points are used

Figure 3. An example of the repeatability of Q-data over the same
geologic area but at two different times.
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to calibrate the AVO pseudoshear data. Then both p-wave
and pseudo-shear data are independently inverted using a
poststack algorithm. Poisson’s ratio and other elastic
attributes for lithology discrimination are computed from the
poststack inversion results. The hybrid inversion process
requires input of a 3D a-priori model and a geologically
consistent rock physics model, calibration of 3D attribute
volumes, and interactive 3D visualization.

Lithocube analysis: The estimation of seismic reservoir
properties is based on the ability to map seismic fields such
as P impedance, shear impedance, and bulk density into
reservoir properties such as porosity, saturation, and clay
content. In most cases, the relationship (or transfer function)
is derived from general modeling (i.e., rock physics relations)
and/or training data, which is usually a set of well logs. This
mapping procedure is non-unique, and thus should be
constrained using external information such as a geologic
model. Further, the uncertainty associated with predictions
(or our confidence level) is also addressed. In recent

Figure 4. Lithocube analysis procedure based on the work of
Bachrach and Dutta (2003).

technology developments, we address these issues using rock
physics analysis in conjunction with Bayesian classification
technique to characterize various lithofacies and fluids in
subsurface. Analysis of well logs and up-scaling techniques
(Backus averaging) are used to quantify the heterogeneity
and uncertainty due to natural variation within the formation
and the difference in accuracy and scale between the seismic
attributes and the well log data. The required input for the
process- S and P impedances and bulk densities- is derived
from hybrid inversion of Q-data. Finally, use of high-resolution

geological interpretation (on a stacked seismic section) of Q
data, enables us to constrain the classification procedure and
decrease the uncertainty associated with the lithology
classification scheme. The lithocube analysis process is
described in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Five-step process for reservoir description using seismic
data, inversion, rock physics, and quantitative error
analysis based on the work of Dutta.

The entire procedure based on Q data has resulted in
a five-step workflow (Figure 6) for seismic reservoir
description that takes full advantage of the high-quality seismic
data, state-of-the-art prestack inversion technology, and robust
statistical analysis techniques to quantify the uncertainties
associated with the extracted reservoir properties. Following
are comparisons between the Q and legacy data followed by
results of the five-step workflow for reservoir description using
Q data.

EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS

The first example of the improvement in the seismic
data quality is given in Figure 6 from the North Sea; the figure
on the left shows the 1999 legacy data and that on the right is
the Q data over the same interval. We show a clear
improvement of the frequency content of the data. This results
in a much-improved image of the reservoir. Figure 7 shows
an example of the improvement in reservoir image from
offshore Mexico over that from the conventional data (1999).
It appears that the conventional data is more continuous in
the reservoir interval than the Q data over the same interval.
It is, but it also presents an incorrect picture of the reservoir.
The reservoir is indeed less continuous and more
heterogeneous as depicted correctly in the Q data. This is
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Figure 6. An example of Q vs. legacy data in the North Sea. Please
note the highlighted areas which show remarkable
improvement on reservoir image.

Figure 7. An example of Q vs. legacy data from offshore, Mexico.
We note that the true and complex nature of the reservoir
is revealed only in the Q data.

verified by well data. Another example of the improvement
in the data quality is shown in Figures 8 and 9 from the deep-
water Gulf of Mexico. These clearly show that stratigraphic
and structural model building can be done with greater
confidence using the Q data than with conventional data. We
note that the image quality obtained from the conventional
data is already fairly good in this case as the data have been
reprocessed using 2 ms sampling and migration with the best
aperture. Nonetheless, Q data further enhances the image.

A main advantage of the high-fidelity and high S/N

data is that attributes extracted from the data, even with the
conventional workflow, are more stable and represents
geologic content reliably. This is shown in Figure 10 obtained
using the data shown in Figures 8 and 9. In Figure 10, we
show the Vp/Vs attribute extracted from the seismic data and
relate it to shallow water flow (SWF) features observed in the
area. The results from Q-inversion are consistent with
observation and depict geology better than that from
conventional data. Figure 11 shows another example of the
data quality from a different deep-water basin in the Gulf of
Mexico. The top portion shows the shallow hazards associated
with the dewatering  and deformation of sediments in a rapidly
subsiding basin above a basin floor fan. Details of the channel
system are shown in the lower part of the same figure.

Figures 12 through 17 show examples of a recent
case study using Q data from a deep-water basin in the Gulf

Figure 8.  Legacy data from deepwater, Gulf of Mexico.

Figure 9. Q data over the same area as in Figure 8.
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of Mexico (WD ~3200 ft.). Figure 12 shows a high-resolution
image of the reservoir at ~3500 s. Reservoir heterogeneity
and separation of pay zones by shale are clearly visible in
the data, facilitating reservoir description considerably. The
high fidelity of the data allows better extraction of reservoir
attributes (Vp, Poisson’s ratio, and density) as shown in
Figure 13 where we compare inversion-derived results with
those from the well log. The predicted results from the seismic
data are in excellent agreement with the actual values from
logs; pay thickness in the order of 13 m are clearly visible
and so is the image of the shale separating the upper and the
lower reservoirs. This allows us to carry out seismic
volumetric analysis with confidence as shown in Figure 13
where we compare seismic results with those from the well
logs. The comparison is very good. Results of the lithocube
analysis as discussed earlier are shown in Figures 14, 15,
and 16 for fluid saturation and porosity estimation. Figure
14 is an example of the gas sand probability map at the top

Figure 10. A comparison of the AVO attribute for the data shown
in Figure 8 (legacy) vs. Figure 9 (Q). Q reveals the true
nature of the attributes that relate to SWF hazards.

Figure 11. Q data in the Gulf of Mexico (deep water) reveals the existence of SWF in real time.
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Figure 12. An example of Q data that reveals the details of the two pay zones (17 m and 13 m) separated by a seal in a deep water Gulf
of Mexico reservoir.

Figure 13. Derivation of seismic log properties and volumetrics from inversion of Q data shown in Figure 12 and comparison with data
from the discovery well (deep water GOM).
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Figure 14. Maximum gas sand probability obtained from inversion of Q-data from Figure 12 using the lithocube analysis technique shown
in Figure 4.

Figure 15. Correlation of the hydrocarbon probability (from Figure 14) with the actual well data.
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Figure 16. Extraction of the effective porosity from the Q data of Figure 12 using lithocube analysis and inversion.

of the reservoir level of the data shown in Figure 12. The
color scale is the probability expressed in a scale of zero (no
gas) to one (all gas). It also clearly shows the gas-water
contact. A verification of the saturation profile is shown in
Figure 15. Here, we compare the water saturation values
obtained from the Q data of Figure 14 with those from the
well logs; the high-frequency log is the gamma-ray log that
indicates separation between sand and shale. Figure 16 shows
derived effective porosity from the five-step Q reservoir
workflow applied to the data of Figure 12. Such maps are
extremely useful for reservoir simulation work.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

With the advent of high-quality seismic data such
as Q and computer technology, it is now possible to invert
prestack seismic data to generate attribute cubes for rock
physics analysis that take full advantage of the fidelity and
the high S/N of the data. Examples presented in this paper
highlight some of those advances. We are now able to image
reservoirs as well as the hazards associated with the
overburden with unprecedented clarity and reliability.
Nonetheless, some challenges still lie ahead of us. We need
inversion algorithms for 3D volumes of prestack data. They
must be fast, yet robust enough so that results are reliable.
They must use constraints of rock physics and geology at every

step of the process so that ambiguities are narrowed. Further,
we must develop reservoir models that use an interdisciplinary
approach. Thus, transfer of technology in this complex field
is an issue that must be addressed. This will enable us to get
technology out of the domain of the developers to the
operations so that immediate applications are made for finding
oil and gas deposits.
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